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Abstract 

The proposed invention relates to a method for making an image that uses movement of 

robotic arm to draw the image on an object, comprising the steps of:  Initially collecting a 

set of images from a predefined software, and then scaling down the extracted coordinates 

to provide input to a robotic arm that constructs the image on the canvas with the movement 

of arm on the same.  
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1. Introduction 

Robotic systems are systems intended to decrease labor costs, manufacturing 

expenses, and process-related time[1]. These systems are currently used in nearly 

every manufacturing industry to decrease human effort and improve process 

effectiveness[2]. Conventionally, mostly people utilize human efforts to construct 

the images of object on any material[3]. This methodology is little bit time 

consuming and behave as less efficient as compared to the robotic system[4]. On 

other hand robotic system are fabricated to construct the images by using digital 

image processing technique and computer graphics algorithm to obtain images in 

less time with more efficiency[5].  It also enables individuals with physical 

challenges to build images by running codes to make drawing more convenient[6]. 
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1. Working 

 

The proposed invention relates to 

that constructs the image on a canvas

predefined software or other resources available in a computer. Then obtained images 

are subjected to the end coordinate extraction process to extract end coordinates from 

the collection of images. The mentioned end coordinates are extracted from the 

images. 

The binary image is a digital image that includes only two values for every pixel. 

Mostly two colors are used for a binary image, such as black and white. 

corner detection is conducted to determine whether or not the points demonstrate 

important change in specific direction 

be labeled as the corner points in the pictures gathered.  The coor

technique is performed after successfully analyzing the corners in the collected 

images.  

 

Result and conclusion 

 

This enables individuals with physical impairment who are unable to use joysticks to 

draw pictures on the canvas. Therefore, 

processing method, running codes to create robotic arm to draw pictures on the 

canvas. 

 

invention relates to a method for making an image using robotic arm 

that constructs the image on a canvas[7]First of all multiple images are collected fr

predefined software or other resources available in a computer. Then obtained images 

are subjected to the end coordinate extraction process to extract end coordinates from 

the collection of images. The mentioned end coordinates are extracted from the 

The binary image is a digital image that includes only two values for every pixel. 

Mostly two colors are used for a binary image, such as black and white. 

corner detection is conducted to determine whether or not the points demonstrate 

specific direction [8]. If the limitations are met, those points will 

be labeled as the corner points in the pictures gathered.  The coordinate detection 

technique is performed after successfully analyzing the corners in the collected 

This enables individuals with physical impairment who are unable to use joysticks to 

draw pictures on the canvas. Therefore, after extracting corners using digital image 

processing method, running codes to create robotic arm to draw pictures on the 

 

a method for making an image using robotic arm 

images are collected from 

predefined software or other resources available in a computer. Then obtained images 

are subjected to the end coordinate extraction process to extract end coordinates from 

the collection of images. The mentioned end coordinates are extracted from the 

The binary image is a digital image that includes only two values for every pixel. 

Mostly two colors are used for a binary image, such as black and white. Basically, 

corner detection is conducted to determine whether or not the points demonstrate 

. If the limitations are met, those points will 

dinate detection 

technique is performed after successfully analyzing the corners in the collected 

This enables individuals with physical impairment who are unable to use joysticks to 

after extracting corners using digital image 

processing method, running codes to create robotic arm to draw pictures on the 
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